More about the Pandemic, the Aura, and the 5G Fast Internet
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The Russians found that microwave frequency 1 – 2 GHz is the zone, in which viruses manifest themselves in our aura, which according to my 40 years of study is nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) [1]. Since the microwave frequency of the 5G fast internet is 1 – 2 GHz, with the 5G technology we are entering a dangerous zone (!). Since I found [2] that our NEMF is emotional and we say we are in high Spirit when we experience positive emotions (or just think positively) and we say we are in low Spirit when we experience negative emotions (or just think negatively), the aura we see is our emotional Spirit. Recently, I found that the ancient Jewish Kabala for high priests also says that the aura we see is our Spirit.

The Spirit (seen as aura) is donut shape NEMF, which surrounds the body and protects the material body as a protective shield – viruses can attack the body only if this NEMF field is not strong enough to stop them and allows them to reach the material body. If so, the 5G fast internet is dangerous because it disturbs the wholeness of our protective shield seen as aura and called Spirit. According to the studies of Dr. Kanchgen microwaves with frequency 11 GHz change the DNA [3], therefore if we are lucky enough to survive the Pandemic, the next technology 6G fast internet with microwave frequency 11 GHz will change our DNA.

The Russians have done a lot of studies of the aura, but they are far from the understanding that this is our Spirit. To this contributed the fact that communist Russia was atheistic and for 75 years of communist regime they didn’t believe God and Spirits exist. However, we need to give them a credit for the studies they did on our aura. There is a Medical Center for Longevity “Oigen” in Samara, which after many years of studies of the aura, reached the understanding that changes in the aura precede every disease. They developed equipment “Aura Phasometer”, which allows them to find the place where the aura is deformed and to measure the extent of the deformation. Then they use another equipment to correct it (and simultaneously they boost the immune system with cytomedines to be sure that the disease will not take place, which according to me is not necessary) [4].

They claim that the aura deformations could be a result of environmental disturbances or behavioral trespasses. (I have an article published explaining that everything material is a material body and NEMF [5] and for example while the material DNA preserves the genetic code, its NEMF scans the environment and if the environment is new, it changes the DNA to adapt to the new environment [6]. All living beings have a second NEMF intertwined to the NEMF of the material body – it is the NEMF of the Emotional Spirit, which makes all living beings (humans, animals and plants) emotional [7]). Beside the “Aura Phasometer”, which the Medical Center for Longevity use to detect aura deformations, they also have the equipment: IGA-1 to trace magnetic anomalies, GRV to take color picture of the aura, and “Scanner” to find the place of aura deformation and diagnose based on it. Then they use “Aura 001-015” to correct the aura and prevent the disease [4].

They also have equipment “Gamma-neutralizer”, which allows neutralization of geo-pathogenic, technetronic, and social negative influences, and “Gamma-7 Activator” correcting the deformations in the aura. Their equipment “Helper” allows to determine for a few minutes the state of the immune system and to correct it if necessary. Their equipment “REYOCOMPPS 1000” is a superb bio resonator for
vibrational diagnostics and therapy; their Computer for Electrostructuregraphy (CESG) allows them to see the effects of the used therapies on the aura and the restoration of health [4].

Another Russian Institute “Binar”, which is under the leadership of Prof. Edward Krug, also has unique equipment for measuring, diagnosing, and correcting the aura. The institute has a medical rehabilitation center “Biocrystal XXI”, where the aura of the person is scanned with “Scanner – 001” and if found distorted it is corrected with “Aura – 001” and “Aura – 015”, which is called bioresonance therapy. The data are transferred to an extrasensory robot in the next room, which comes up with the correction parameters and where these corrections need to be applied to the aura to restore the health... and the person is healed. The “pre-disease” is cured before the physical symptoms had appeared in the material body [4].

Equally unique is the equipment “Radii – 001”, which measures the characteristics of the aura in the mm diapason. The Russians found with “Radii – 001” that all pathogens manifest themselves in the mm diapason of the aura. If so, the 5G fast internet, which works in the same mm diapason, by influencing our aura in the same way pathogens do, can endanger our health and our life. We need to take this very seriously and stop the usage of 5G fast-internet technologies, if we want to survive this Pandemic and the future Pandemics that will come.

Using aura (Spirit) measurement to predict and prevent a disease is the new preventive medicine of the XXI century. Since the aura (Spirit) is our protective shield, changes in the aura are monitored to foresee an oncoming disease and by correcting these changes prevent the disease before physical symptoms had appeared in the material body. Since our aura is nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) capable to imprint information, in the medicine of the 21st century information would play decisive role. On the first place, understanding the role of information will make it clear how informational approach like prayer can boost our Spirit (aura) and defend our body. Since the protective aura shield is our emotional Spirit, this helps understand how positive emotions (or just positive thinking) by increasing the energy of our Emotional Spirit, increase our defense against germs, and help us stay healthy.
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